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Abstract—This paper describes a multilevel inverter that can
synthesize quantized approximations of arbitrary ac waveforms.
This converter could be used to deliver power over multiple fre-
quencies simultaneously. Unlike traditional multilevel inverters,
this topology does not require an external voltage balancing circuit,
a complicated control scheme, or isolated dc sources to maintain its
voltage levels while delivering sustained real power. In this paper,
we use this circuit for heating frequency selectable induction tar-
gets designed to stimulate temperature sensitive polymer gel actu-
ators. For this application our multilevel inverter offers higher ef-
ficiency than a pulse width modulated full-bridge inverter (a more
conventional power supply solution) at comparable levels of total
harmonic distortion.

Index Terms—Dynamic vibration absorber, induction heating,
Marx generator, multilevel inverters.

I. BACKGROUND

WE ARE developing an adaptive vibration damper capable
of adjusting its natural frequency to improve damping

over a range of vibration frequencies. This damper is an auxil-
iary spring-mass system and is sometimes called a dynamic vi-
bration absorber (DVA) [1]. When a DVA is mechanically cou-
pled to a vibrating structure such as an automobile engine, or
a building, it creates a higher order mechanical system with at
least one resonance and one anti-resonance. At the DVA’s nat-
ural frequency, the total system experiences an anti-resonance
where the mass of the DVA and the mass of the vibrating struc-
ture move in counterpoise. The mass of the primary mechanical
structure remains relatively stationary while the DVA oscillates
as a result of “absorbing” the disturbing vibration.

Typically, a DVA is designed to provide maximum damping
at its fixed natural frequency. A more sophisticated DVA can ad-
just its natural frequency by varying its spring constant with a
magnetic actuator, a responsive material, or some other scheme
[2]. Because the DVA concept applies equally well to both linear
and rotational systems, a controllable moment of inertia can
also be exploited. Fig. 1(a) shows a simplified model of a ro-
tational DVA with an adjustable moment of inertia. A variable
inertia, , is created using a cylindrical container filled with a
gel fluid. This fluid consists of temperature sensitive polymer
gel beads suspended in a solvent. Below a certain temperature
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Fig. 1. Torsional gel damper. (a) Simplified model. (b) Acceleration response
versus frequency of the primary inertia J .

the gel beads swell, absorbing the surrounding solvent into the
polymer matrix (like a sponge). When this happens, the gel
beads pack tightly in the container, adding significantly to the
container’s effective moment of inertia. At higher temperatures
the polymer network shrinks, allowing the solvent to flow freely.
This effectively decouples the gel-solvent mass and lowers the
apparent rotational inertia . By subdividing the container into

compartments of varying gel mass, 2 anti-resonant states are
made possible depending on which compartments are heated.
Fig. 1(b) shows peak damping at four different vibration fre-
quencies created by a two-compartment gel DVA prototype.

II. FREQUENCY SELECTABLE INDUCTION HEATING TARGETS

Heating the polymer gels is complicated because each com-
partment is sealed (to prevent the escape of solvent). Approaches
that use external control wires for heating would add unwanted
damping, thereby reducing the vibration absorber’s effec-
tiveness. Furthermore, it is economically and mechanically
advantageous tokeepthepackagingofeachcompartmentsimple.
Heating schemes that require contact with a gel compartment are
therefore undesirable. Induction heating the gel compartments
delivers heat without physical contact, a distinct advantage in this

0885-8993/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Perfectly conducting U-shaped conductor which is bridged by a�-thick
conductor and driven by a sinusoidal current sheet can be used to illustrate how
a thin-walled conductor can act as a magnetic shield or induction heating target.

and other (including medical) applications. In the multicom-
partment DVA, the induction heating system must be capable
of selectively heating any combination of gel compartments.

In our prototype, each gel compartment contains an induc-
tion target that heats preferentially at one frequency with respect
to the other targets. A single converter that can drive a sum of
sinewaves across a single “primary-side” induction coil has the
potential to simultaneously heat the desired combination of in-
duction targets. The frequency selective targets used in our DVA
do not require a separate induction coil for each target, unlike
other multiload/single converter induction heating systems [3].

The term “induction heating” refers to situations where a time-
varying magnetic field gives rise to eddy currents in a conductor
and therefore ohmic dissipation. In a typical case these eddy
currents crowd near the conductor’s surface with a profile that
decays exponentially into the conductor at a rate determined by
its skin depth . These eddy currents terminate the time-varying
magnetic field, permitting the conductor to act as a shield. If
additional shielding or heating is needed, the conductor’s thick-
ness can be increased until the magnetic field is completely
terminated. Perhaps counter-intuitively, a thin-walled conductor
whose thickness is small compared to its skin depth can also act
as a good magnetic shield or induction target. This phenomenon
is explained in [4] and summarized with the help of Fig. 2.

Here, a perfectly conducting U-shaped conductor is driven by
a sheet current , where it is assumed that the
conductor’s width is great enough to eliminate variation of
the field solution along this axis. A -thick conductor bridges
the open end of the U-shaped conductor. When the -thick con-
ductor is such that , it can be thought of as forming a cur-
rent divider with the U-shaped perfect conductor. If we define
the conductance per unit width , and the inductance
times a unit width , for this structure, the complex am-
plitude of the current flowing through the -thick conductor is

(1)

Essentially, the magnetic energy stored in the region to the
right of the -thick conductor in Fig. 2 is modeled as energy
stored in a lumped inductor. As the drive frequency increases,
the effective impedance of this inductance increases also,
forcing a greater fraction of the drive current into the resistive
sheet. This frequency response is analogous to the current that
flows through the resistive leg of a parallel – circuit when

Fig. 3. Multiple target induction heating scheme: (a) circuit model and
(b) power curves versus frequency for three different induction heating targets.

driven by a sinusoidal current source input. Consequently, the
-thick conductor can be modeled as a parallel – circuit

providing that over the frequencies of interest. Unlike
the thick conductor case, the shielding (or heating) strategy for
the thin-conductor is to increase the length, , of the U-shaped
conductor, thereby increasing its inductance and shunting more
current through the -thick conductor for a given frequency.

If thin-walled conductors are used as induction targets, a pref-
erential heating scheme can be devised by designing the targets
with similar self-inductances but different resistances. Consider
for example, three shorted, single-turn inductors each with a
different resistance, all of which are coupled to a single “pri-
mary” induction coil driven by a sinusoidally varying voltage
as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Assuming that the cross-coupling be-
tween targets is negligible, it can be shown that the time-aver-
aged power dissipated in target (1, 2, or 3) when evaluated at
that target’s characteristic frequency (in Hertz)

(2)

is given by

(3)

The term is the amplitude of the primary side current, while
represents the coupling coefficient between the primary coil

and target , and is defined using the mutual inductance ,
between and

(4)

If the resistance between two targets differs by a factor of , i.e.,
, it can be shown that the time-averaged power
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dissipated in when driven at its characteristic frequency is
[5], [6]

(5)

We will consider a three target system with a separation factor
5. If a coupling coefficient, 0.3, between each target

and primary coil is assumed, power delivered as a function of
frequency is given by the curves in Fig. 3(b). Here, the associ-
ated target frequencies have been chosen as 4, 20, and 100 kHz.
This plot shows that a target driven at its characteristic frequency
heats at least 2.6 more than the remaining targets.

Fig. 3(b) also shows that for a voltage drive, the power dissi-
pated in a target falls with increasing frequency. This decrease is
the result of the induction coil’s increasing impedance at these
frequencies, hence a greater drive voltage is needed here to gen-
erate the same amplitude -field within the induction coil. The
primary-side power supply must be able to produce sinewaves
at the desired frequencies with enough spectral purity to pre-
vent unwanted heating in the remaining induction targets. If the
drive waveform is a sum of sinewaves chosen from combina-
tions of the three characteristic frequencies any combination of
compartments can be heated simultaneously. A power supply
that can deliver power concurrently at the required frequencies
is the subject of the next section.

III. “MARX” MULTILEVEL INVERTER

A. Introduction

Multilevel converters have drawn attention for approximating
sinewaves. A multilevel inverter is capable of generating
voltage levels where is a number greater than two. Often
these levels are derived from a voltage source using a capac-
itor voltage divider with multiple taps. The three most common
multilevel converter topologies include the diode-clamped, ca-
pacitor-clamped and cascade-inverters with separate dc sources
[7]. Unfortunately, to create three or more levels the first two
topologies suffer from a significant capacitor voltage balancing
problem when delivering real power. In the case of a three-level
converter it is possible to maintain the dc-link potential with
proper control. Beyond three levels, all of these multilevel con-
verters require separate, isolated dc sources or a complicated
voltage balancing circuit for active power transfer. As a result,
multilevel converters have found limited application, notably as
reactive power compensators. Recently, a generalized multilevel
inverter topology with self-voltage balancing was proposed [8]
that overcomes the limitations of the three major topologies for
levels, , greater than three. A drawback of this topology is
that the number of active switching devices grows quadratically
with the number of levels. The generalized topology is useful
for inferring other possible multilevel inverters that are less part
intensive—one such topology is presented here.

B. Principle of Operation

The proposed multilevel topology is based on a high voltage
pulse circuit, known as a Marx generator (Erwin Marx, 1924).
The basic idea behind the Marx generator is that it can pro-
duce a high voltage pulse by charging a bank of capacitors in
parallel and discharging them in series. Connecting the capac-
itors in series is accomplished by a switching network origi-

Fig. 4. Single-phase, four-level Marx inverter.

Fig. 5. Single phase, Marx inverter decomposition: (a) basic Marx cell. (mth
stage shown) and (b) half-bridge inverter (M th and final Marx stage).

nally comprised of spark gaps or avalanche type devices. When
the first gap is triggered it sets into motion a cascade effect
whereby each successive gap “fires” and all the capacitors are
serially discharged. If these spark gaps are replaced by con-
trollable switching devices it becomes possible to control the
number of capacitors that are serially connected to the load. The
result is a multilevel topology that generates required voltage
levels by multiplying the dc bus voltage as opposed to dividing
it down. Because the underlying principle behind this inverter
is similar to the Marx generator, we will refer to this topology
as the “Marx” multilevel inverter. Fig. 4 shows an example of a
single phase, 4, Marx multilevel inverter.

An -level Marx inverter can be decomposed into a cascade
of -2 Marx cells and one half-bridge inverter. The operation
of this inverter can be understood by examining the basic Marx
cell shown in Fig. 5(a). The th Marx cell is composed of a
capacitor, , and three switches which serve to either parallel
(via ) the capacitor with the ( -1)th cell preceding
it or to connect it in series (via ). When paralleled the output
voltage of the th cell is

(6)

or when connected in series

(7)
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Fig. 6. One implementation of the switching states for a single-phase, four-level Marx inverter. Switches that are on are shown in black, while switches that are
off are shown in gray. It is assumed that all of the capacitors in this example have been charged to V . Four states are shown. (a) v = 0: S ; S ; S ;
S ; S are on, S ; S ; S are off. C ; C , and the V input are in parallel. The output is connected to ground. (b) v = V : S ; S ; S ;
S are on, S ; S ; S ; S are off. C ; C are in parallel. The output is connected to the V input. (c) v = 2V : S ; S ; S are on,
S ,S ; S ; S ; S are off. The output is connected in series with C and the V input. (d) v = 3V : S ; S ; S are on, S ; S ;
S ; S ; S are off. The output is connected in series with C ; C and the V input.

where it has been assumed that has been charged to . By
definition and is provided by a dc voltage source. A
cascade of -2 Marx cells can be used to generate -1 levels
above ground, while the final stage shown in Fig. 5(b) can be
used to either select one of these levels

(8)

or alternatively to select ground when all of the capacitors are
in parallel

(9)

In general an -level Marx inverter has 2 possible
switching states. Therefore, there are redundant states for
some of the intermediate voltage levels. In the case of certain
multilevel inverters, such as the capacitor-clamped topology,
redundant switching states maybe useful for capacitor voltage
balancing. Because the capacitor voltages of a Marx inverter
are equalized to the bus voltage whenever all the capacitors
are paralleled, redundant states need not be used. Instead, it is
easier to use a set of states that simplifies the overall control.
One scheme to do this is to stack the capacitors sequentially
by starting from the source side. The switching states for this
approach are shown in Table I. Alternatively, Fig. 6 illustrates
each of these four switching patterns, depicting on-switches in
black and off-switches in gray.

C. Control and Modulation Strategy

Most control and modulation strategies for multilevel in-
verters are meant for synthesizing sinewaves at low frequencies

TABLE I
SWITCHING STATES FOR A SINGLE-PHASE, FOUR-LEVEL MARX INVERTER

for utility or industrial applications. In general these approaches
fall into two categories [9].

• High switching frequency PWM techniques.
• Fundamental switching frequency techniques.

Two high frequency PWM methods, the classic sinusoidal PWM
method and the space-vector PWM approach, are well-suited
to low frequency sine generation. These schemes suffer from
significant switching losses as well as switching speed limita-
tions when trying to synthesize sinewaves in the 100–300 kHz
range or higher. For high frequencies, fundamental switching
frequency strategies can be advantageous, generally requiring
fewer switching transitions to produce a sinusoidal approxi-
mation. A conventional six-pulse sinewave drive is a familiar
example of a fundamental switching frequency technique. Ex-
ample fundamental switch frequency strategies include the se-
lective harmonic elimination approach [10] and the space-vector
control technique [11].

We are examining a different fundamental switching fre-
quency strategy—using two Marx inverters to create a circuit
that behaves like a symmetric uniform quantizer. In the same
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Fig. 7. Two M = 4, single phase Marx inverters can be be used to produce
seven voltage levels differentially.

way that two half-bridge inverters can be used to drive a load
differentially by forming a full-bridge, two Marx inverters can
also form a multilevel “full-bridge.” Fig. 7 shows two 4,
single phase Marx inverters that have been combined to drive
a load differentially. This two-phase configuration can impress
pure ac waveforms across a load assuming the load can be
floated with respect to ground.

This control strategy can be implemented with a minimal
amount of analog hardware, is simple to understand, and can
be used to approximate more complicated ac waveforms (such
as a sum of three sinewaves). This makes the Marx inverter suit-
able for driving multiple targets in our induction heating ex-
ample. Hardware implementation consists of a bank of com-
parators that converts a reference waveform into a simple ther-
mometer code, similar to those used in flash analog-to-digital
converters. The output is then decoded (with an appropriate
amount of inserted dead-time) to provide the correct gate drive
logic for two 4, single-phase Marx inverters operated dif-
ferentially. This hardware was used to implement a seven-level,
symmetric uniform mid-tread quantizer whose transfer charac-
teristic is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 is a collection of sample waveforms generated by
a 1-kW prototype two-phase Marx inverter functioning as a
seven-level quantizer. Two 4 phase legs are used to drive
either a 200- H air coil inductor Fig. 9(a)–(c) or a 100-
resistor Fig. 9(d) differentially. Each snapshot shows three
waveforms which correspond (from top to bottom) to the input
reference waveform, a multilevel approximation and the current
drawn from the converter. As seen in these various scope plots,
the Marx inverter can drive a variety of ac waveforms across an
inductive load, and/or deliver real power while still maintaining
appropriate voltage levels.

IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON: PWM FULL-BRIDGE

VSI VERSUS QUANTIZED MARX VSI

The simple full-bridge inverter has long been used to synthe-
size power-level sinewaves via pulse width modulation (PWM).

Fig. 8. Seven-level symmetric uniform mid-tread quantizer can be imple-
mented with twoM = 4, single phase Marx inverters and proper control.

The PWM full-bridge inverter was also considered as a power
supply for the DVA induction heating targets. In comparison
to the full-bridge the Marx inverter is a component-intensive
circuit. The decision to choose the Marx inverter should there-
fore be justified on the basis of performance versus economic
tradeoff. Although both converters can produce a sums of
sinewaves we shall limit our analysis to single frequencies as
a starting point for comparison. The two topologies will be
evaluated using the following benchmarks.

1) The spectral purity of the generated output.
2) The converter’s efficiency.

The first benchmark is measured by examining the THD present
in the load current

THD (10)

where is the rms value of the load current and is the
rms value of the load current’s fundamental component. The
PWM full-bridge VSI, shown in Fig. 10, is a prime candidate
for comparison against the quantized Marx inverter because of
its popularity and simplicity. There are also a number of PWM
strategies that could be used for comparison and include, but are
not necessarily limited to, the naturally sampled, symmetric and
asymmetric regular sampled schemes [12]. The naturally sam-
pled strategy is the traditional analog scheme that determines the
switching instances by comparing a sine reference against a high
frequency triangle waveform. The other two schemes are digital
approaches. In this paper we confine our comparison to the nat-
urally sampled case since the proposed control for the Marx in-
verter is also analog. While there are a number of digital imple-
mentations that would allow for selective harmonic cancellation
and hence improved performance in either type of converter, the
analysis in this paper is still a fair starting point for comparison.

Depending on the implementation, a full-bridge can be made
to produce either a bipolar or unipolar naturally sampled PWM
waveform [13]. The unipolar pattern differs from the bipolar
because it uses a 180 phase-shifted version of the reference
sine for determining the switching instants of the second phase
leg. For clarity, Fig. 11 shows an example of a naturally sam-
pled unipolar PWM scheme where the modulation frequency
has been arbitrarily chosen to be seven times ( 7) faster
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Fig. 9. Sample Marx inverter waveforms. Channels 1, 2, and 3 are the reference waveform, Marx output voltage and load current, respectively. For scaling purposes
the measurements on channel 3 are consistent with 1 V
y = 1 A. Four different reference waveform and load configurations are shown: (a) 100-kHz sinewave,
200-�H air core inductor, (b) 50-kHz sawtooth, 200-�H air core inductor, (c) sum of sinewaves (25 kHz, 50 kHz), 200-�H air core inductor, and (d) 50-kHz
sinewave, 100-
 resistor.

Fig. 10. Full-bridge inverter is often used for synthesizing power-level
sinewaves.

than the carrier frequency. The unipolar pattern minimizes low
frequency harmonic content for the full-bridge PWM inverter,
and will be used here as a standard for comparison.

A. THD Comparison

In the absence of filtering, a sinewave that is generated by the
quantizer in Fig. 8 will generally have less THD than a unipolar
PWM waveform. This is not surprising, because PWM relies
heavily on averaging to achieve a specific amplitude due to the
relatively limited number of voltage levels a full-bridge can pro-
vide, i.e., three. The THD of the output voltage for both con-
verters was computed using MATLAB over a normalized output
range and is shown in Fig. 12(a). The results of the two-phase
Marx inverter functioning as a seven-level symmetric uniform
quantizer shows that its THD varies from about 86.5% to 12.5%
over the output range. Alongside these results are those of the
full-bridge PWM inverter for three different frequency modula-
tion ratios: 3, 5, and 10. These plots show that the PWM
distortion is roughly three to five times worse depending on the
amplitude of the output and only improves marginally as the
modulation ratio is increased from three to ten.

Ultimately, our goal is to drive a collection of induction tar-
gets, each at its own respective 2 frequency with a low
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Fig. 11. Unipolar switching scheme with a frequency modulation ratio,
M = 7.

distortion sinewave. In this application, the induction coil and
targets form a low-pass filter whose effect must be considered
when comparing the THD for both circuits. As a result, we will
now focus on the THD associated with the load current which re-
flects this filtering. Before examining the multi-target case in its
entirety, consider a simpler load: a resistive load, , with a series
inductor, , for filtering. Such a circuit could be used to model a
single induction target. The load current’s THD over a normal-
ized fundamental output voltage range was also computed using
MATLAB for both converters, with results shown in Fig. 12(b).
In this plot, the THD of the full-bridge PWM inverter is shown
again for three different frequency modulation ratios: 3,
5, and 10. Unlike before, the distortion in the PWM case de-
creases noticeably in response to an increase in the frequency
modulation ratio . This is to be expected because increased
modulation ratios move the switching harmonics to higher fre-
quencies, making them easier to filter. In addition the distor-
tion for a two-phase Marx inverter functioning as a seven-level
symmetric uniform quantizer is also shown. Both the quantized
Marx and PWM waveforms have fundamental frequencies at the

2 frequency for the load. As shown in Fig. 12(b), the
quantized waveform generally gives lower THD over the upper
two-thirds of the achievable amplitude range even for the
10 case. In fact over most of this range the percent THD is under
10%. Because the total delivered power is

(11)

the THD is also useful for determining how much of the total
power is the result of additional harmonics. For a percent THD
under 10%, less than 1% of the delivered power is carried by

the higher current harmonics. Note that below this amplitude
range, only one level of the Marx converter is being exercised
and therefore the amount of harmonic distortion grows rapidly.

In the previous, single target case, it was easy to see that
for 10 the Marx output still gave lower THD, at least
over a useful range of output voltages. Such conclusions are
not as easy to draw in the case of multiple targets, where the
THD in all loads must be considered simultaneously. Consider
once more the multiple target system shown in Fig. 3. Recall
that each target has a characteristic frequency determined by
its self-inductance and resistance, and that the resistance from
target to target varies by multiples of . This scheme allows a
target to heat preferentially when driven at its characteristic fre-
quency. In order for this plan to be successful, any power deliv-
ered unintentionally through higher current harmonics must be
minimized.

Consequently, in the case of the multitarget load, a useful
measure of converter performance is how much the additional
harmonics impact the relative heating of induction targets. The
theoretical relative heating factor between consecutive targets
for the sample case illustrated in Fig. 3 was calculated using
MATLAB. This particular system had a separation factor
5, which implies a nominal relative heating factor of 2.6. The
PWM switching frequency was set to three times the highest
target frequency in order to produce the three plots shown in
Fig. 13. This number avoids excessive PWM switching losses,
yet is large enough to limit unwanted heating due to higher har-
monics when driving the low and middle frequency induction
targets. Fig. 13(a) shows the relative heating factor for the lowest
frequency target when driven by both a quantized Marx wave-
form and a fast PWM waveform. In this case, the frequency
modulation ratio with respect to target 1, denoted as , is
equal to 75. Because of the high switching frequency, PWM pro-
duces a superior sinewave, deviating only slightly for low fun-
damental voltage amplitudes. The quantized Marx waveform,
which is made with significantly fewer switching transitions,
still manages to stay within about 5% of the nominal heating
factor for fundamental voltage amplitudes in the upper two-
thirds range.

For the intermediate target, shown in Fig. 13(b) the fre-
quency modulation ratio has been reduced by a factor of five
to 15. At this switching frequency the PWM waveform
only yields relative heating profiles that lie within 5% for fun-
damental voltages above 0.4 . Over this range the quantized
waveform is generally better. Lastly, Fig. 13(c) has a frequency
modulation ratio of only, 3. It is interesting to note
that when stimulating the highest frequency target, additional
current harmonics actually increase the relative heating factor
as opposed to decreasing this factor as seen in the lower fre-
quency targets.

B. Comparing Converter Efficiencies

The unipolar PWM scheme is clearly capable of satisfying
the THD requirements of the discussed multi-target induction
heating system but must use a significant number of switching
instances at high frequency to do so. A major limitation of
this approach is that the converter will incur roughly the
same switching losses for driving any target, even if it’s the
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Fig. 12. Comparison of total harmonic distortion (THD) resulting from a sinusoidal PWM waveform versus a quantized sinewave: (a) THD of output voltage and
(b) THD of current in the L–R load.

lowest frequency target. Furthermore, the magnitude of the
switching losses are ultimately determined by the frequency of
the highest frequency target, hence systems with greater than
three targets or large separations in target frequencies can incur
severe efficiency penalties. The Marx inverter circumvents
these problems in two ways. First, the Marx converter runs at a
switching frequency related to the frequency of the target being
driven, not the frequency of the highest target. Second, the
Marx inverter only needs to switch one-third as much voltage
as the PWM full-bridge to achieve comparable power handling.
The result is an additional reduction in switching losses for the
Marx inverter relative to the full-bridge case.

For sinewave amplitudes in the range of 0.35 to 1 ,
it was shown that a PWM inverter with a frequency modula-
tion ratio of about three times the highest target drive frequency
was needed to have comparable harmonic performance with
a two-phase, seven-level Marx inverter. In order to have the
same power capability, the full-bridge requires a bus voltage
that is effectively three times the corresponding Marx inverter
bus voltage, i.e., 3 . Having established the PWM
switching frequency and the required bus voltage we are now in
a position to compare the theoretical efficiencies of each con-
verter. In order to simplify the comparison the following as-
sumptions have been made.

• Layout parasitics are ignored, i.e., stray capacitance and
interconnect resistance.

• The same switching device is used for both converters.
• All switching transitions are “hard.”
• The load is inductive.

The efficiency of each converter was estimated by considering
the following loss mechanisms.

1) Conduction losses.
2) Switching loss due to dissipatively charging and dis-

charging the parasitic MOSFET output capacitance.
3) Switching loss due to non-zero turn-on and turn-off times.
4) Gate drive losses.
5) Losses due to capacitive voltage balancing (unique to the

Marx converter).

A comparison of the first four losses are shown side-by-side
for both the PWM full-bridge and a two-phase, seven-level
Marx inverter (assuming all levels are used) in Table II. The
losses associated with only using three or five levels are shown
in Table III. The conduction loss of the Marx converter is
worse, since the load current must traverse three times as
many switches and up to an additional two ESRs associated
with the Marx capacitors. As a result, the Marx inverter may
not be an obvious choice when conduction losses dominate.
However when switching losses dominate, the Marx inverter
compares more favorably. The losses associated with charging
and discharging the MOSFET output capacitance, , are
reduced by a factor of 6.75 (if 3). This assumes that

is linear; if its nonlinearity is taken into account, the actual
improvement will be less than 6.75.

The precise calculation of losses due to finite switching
speeds requires knowledge of the exact load current value at
each switching instant. Of the 16 active switching devices in
the two-phase, seven-level Marx inverter, only twelve of them
are used for switching the load current. Referring to Fig. 7, the
remaining switches: , and are only
used for capacitor voltage balancing. Consequently, for our
three target induction heating example, the number of switching
instances (that commutate the load current) executed by the
Marx inverter is at most equal to the number of switching
instances of the PWM inverter when driving the highest fre-
quency target ( 3). At lower frequencies and voltages, the
Marx inverter requires significantly fewer switch transitions to
create an output waveform with THD comparable or superior
to that of the PWM inverter. Even for the highest frequency,
highest voltage case, when the number of switching instances
for each converter is the same, the full-bridge is penalized
by having to switch a voltage that is three times greater than
that of the Marx inverter. In terms of the gate drive losses,
the Marx converter is 33% higher when all seven levels are
used—assuming the required gate charge is the same regardless
of and . When only five of the levels are used the gate
drive losses become equivalent. In practice, the charge required
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Fig. 13. Relative heating factor versus normalized fundamental voltage for the three target system depicted in Fig. 3 when excited by a PWM sinewave versus a
quantized sinewave: (a) 4-kHz target,M = 75, (b) 20-kHz target,M = 15, and (c) 100-kHz target,M = 3.

for driving a MOSFET in the Marx inverter may be slightly
lower because of the reduced bus voltage.

In general all switching loss mechanisms in the Marx inverter
are reduced when less levels are needed, i.e., three levels or
five levels. Perhaps more significant is the fact that losses de-
crease dramatically when we consider driving the intermediate
and lowest frequency targets. In the lower frequency cases, the
Marx inverter can operate at an effective switching frequency
that is an additional factor of five or even 25 times lower than
before, while the full-bridge cannot.

The Marx inverter does suffer from an additional loss mech-
anism not present in the full-bridge. Voltage balancing from ca-
pacitor to capacitor incurs dissipation. The conclusions reached
in [8] concerning this phenomena also apply here. The energy
lost is proportional to the voltage difference between capacitors
squared and can be minimized by increasing the capacitance, ,
or the switching frequency, .

Using the simple expressions for these mechanisms the effi-
ciency of each converter was calculated as a function of output
voltage using MATLAB and then compared against actual data.
For the purposes of testing and comparison each converter was
built using International Rectifier’s IRFB59N10D MOSFET.
The efficiency for each converter was estimated assuming a se-
ries – load that gave a magnitude of 50 with a phase angle of
45 at 100 kHz (the drive frequency). The computed MATLAB
estimate along with actual measurements are shown in Fig. 14(a).
The two lowest curves compare the full-bridge efficiency versus
the Marx inverter for 3 80 V. As seen the loss
equations predict that the Marx inverter is noticeably more
efficient. The measured efficiencies support this even though
it is clear that the estimates are somewhat conservative. This
however is to be expected because the hand calculations assume
that each switching instance is absolutely hard-switched. In truth
this is not the case as the inductive load provides opportunities
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF LOSS MECHANISMS BETWEEN A PWM FULL-BRIDGE AND A TWO-PHASE, SEVEN-LEVEL MARX INVERTER FOR SINEWAVE GENERATION

TABLE III
MARX INVERTER LOSSES WHEN USING THREE OR FIVE (OUT OF SEVEN) LEVELS TO MAKE A QUANTIZED SINEWAVE

Fig. 14. Efficiency comparisons between a unipolar PWM full-bridge (M = 3) and a 2-phase, 7-level Marx inverter for sinewave generation. These comparisons
use the same values of t ; t ; Q for each converter, ignoring the influence of V and I (t) on these parameters.C was calculated depending on the value
of V . (a) Estimated and measured efficiency versus normalized fundamental voltage output. Sinewave frequency is 100 kHz and load impedance equals 50 

with a phase of 45 . (b) Estimated efficiency as a function of sinewave frequency. The amplitude of the output sinewave equals V or 3V . Load impedance
equals 50 
 with a phase of 45 across all frequencies. This estimate ignores the ac resistance of R and uses the value of R at 100 kHz.

for at least half of the switching transitions to switch with less
voltage as the inductor current discharges the MOSFET capac-
itance during the dead-time interval. Under proper loading and
operating conditions the Marx inverter can generate sinewaves
using zero voltage switching (ZVS). A discussion of these
requirements can be found in [5].1,2,3,4

1Resistances associated with layout have been ignored.
2Because the MOSFET output capacitance is nonlinear it is useful to define

an effectively linear capacitance, C , such that C V equals the
amount of charge stored in C + C for that value of V .

3This estimate is for a switching trajectory consistent with a diode clamped
inductive load. The values for t and t may vary depending on the value of
V and I (t).

4The required total gate charge,Q , is influenced by the value V and I (t).

The Marx bus voltage ( 26.666 V) in this case was
chosen merely for comparative purposes and represents an
under utilization of the voltage blocking capability of the
IRFB59N10D ( 100 V). If the bus voltage is increased
three times this amount, the overall efficiency of the Marx
inverter improves dramatically as shown by the top curve. Once
again, the top curve represents a conservative figure. For the
three normalized fundamental voltages above 0.5 the measured
efficiencies were greater than 90%. Even when the normalized
voltage amplitude was as low as 0.25 the efficiency was still
about 85%.

Fig. 14(a) shows the efficiency of these converters at one par-
ticular frequency, 100 kHz. In a number of applications it is
desirable to characterize the efficiency of these converters over
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frequency. The loss expressions derived previously, can also be
used for this purpose. A MATLAB script similar to the one that
generated Fig. 14(a) was modified to calculate efficiency as a
function of frequency assuming that the amplitude of the output
sinewave equals or 3 . For simplicity this particular
script ignores the effects of frequency on conduction losses, i.e.,
ac resistance and variation of ESR in the Marx inverter’s capac-
itors. For comparison purposes, the load used in this calculation
has a magnitude of 50 and a phase angle of 45 across all fre-
quencies. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 14(b) for
the same bus voltages that were examined in Fig. 14 (a). It was
previously stated that the Marx inverter offers an improvement
in efficiency when switching losses dominate. Using Fig. 14 (b)
it is possible to infer at what frequency this occurs. In this partic-
ular case our loss equations predict that for frequencies greater
than about 35 kHz the Marx inverter begins to offer comparably
higher efficiencies as frequency is increased [14]–[17].

V. CONCLUSION

We are developing a tunable vibration damper that utilizes
a thermally responsive gel material to reduce vibrations selec-
tively in a frequency range. The tunable damper relies on the
fact that a variable viscosity material can be used to alter the
moment of inertia associated with a rotating auxiliary mass.
This tuning mechanism can be used alone or in conjunction with
other schemes, for example, adjusting the spring constant in the
damper, to achieve variable frequency operation.

Thermal activation of each gel-filled compartment in the
damper is accomplished using a noncontact induction heating
scheme. Each chamber contains an induction target that is
designed to exhibit preferential heating at a unique frequency.
This multifrequency, multitarget approach can be used in
numerous applications, including medical and industrial pro-
cesses, to provide a wide range of spatial temperature control.

To properly induction heat any combination of these targets, a
power supply capable of generating a sum of sinewaves is neces-
sary. A reasonable degree of spectral purity is essential to ensure
that unwanted harmonics do not cause undesired power loss in
targets meant to be left unexcited. While a conventional PWM
inverter could be used, the Marx inverter examined in this paper
offers excellent, low harmonic distortion at high efficiencies.
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